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01

Strengthen Your Skills

Why you
can’t
afford to
miss this
event

No matter your skill level, you’ll learn
new techniques and tools at the
annual Argus User Group Meeting.

02
Stay Current

Our industry is changing faster
than ever, with new products and
techniques continually evolving.
AUG is designed to keep you ahead
of the curve.

03
Learn from
the Experts

It’s rare to have so many PV and
Argus Suite experts in one place,
not only delivering an Argus
education, but open to answering
your questions.

04

Make Valuable
Connections
AUG is a great way to learn what
industry peers are experiencing with
Argus, including techniques, tools
and best practices.

About
Argus User
Group
Culture

Content

Community

Connections

AUG’s user-centric approach, with
its focus on an in-depth Argus
education and insights into the
current regulatory landscape, is a
vendor- and sales-pitch free zone.
In addition to “Ask the Experts”
questions are encouraged
throughout the program.

AUG’s speakers include Subject
Matter Experts (SMEs) with
deep expertise in Argus,
including SME’s that were
the original architects of the
software prior to its acquisition
by Oracle. In addition, each
AUG offers a changing lineup
of industry speakers that
share experiences on practical
application of technology and
other relevant topics.

AUG brings together people
that share similar experiences
and challenges in a collaborative
environment that enables
the exchange of ideas and
encourages dialog.

Re-engage with former
contacts and initiate new
acquaintances – AUG provides
numerous opportunities during
the 2+ day program to network
with your peers.

Whether you
are currently
using Argus or
thinking about it,
this meeting
is for you!
Typical attendees include:
• Chief Medical Officer
• Global Head of Safety
• VP/Head of R&D IT
• VP/Director/Manager Drug Safety Systems
• VP/Director/Manager PV Operations

Not currently using Argus?
In the pharma industry, changes are occurring
at a rapid-fire pace. Your organization may have
the opportunity to shift to Argus at some point
in the not-so-distant future, whether due to
internal changes or M&A activity.

